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Introduction
The Intellectual Output 3 is aimed to assess the perception of all the stakeholders (students/trainers,
companies and tutor/trainers) involved in the training experiences and the consequent WBL
practice promoted within the TransToWork project. In order to conduct the same type of analysis
in all partner countries (Italy, Spain, Lithuania and Romania) and with a view of favouring a
comparative approach, Ires Emilia-Romagna, acting as IO3 coordinator, has developed a common
structure of questionnaire(1) by using the cloud-based software SurveyMonkey and, with the
support of the TransToWork partners, has uploaded all the needed translated versions according to
language partners.
Compared to a traditional approach based on individual interviews, an assessment process based
on a online survey has many positive aspects:
• Easy to use and the possibility to reach a higher number of stakeholders as the questionnaire can
be filled in through computer, smartphone and tablet and can be concluded in each time of the
day
• Multiple language, the same set of questions can be submitted to different target groups in
different languages
• Immediate data collection: as it is a cloud-based software, all the answers are immediately
stored. The time-consuming procedure related to the manual recording of all the answers is not
needed
• Monitoring and controlling the compilation, the web platform allows manager profiles to
constantly monitor the level of compilation and to stimulate the filling in with a view of balancing
the different target groups
• Filtering for target groups, as the assessment process refers to at least three different target
groups, it is possible to design three different options of compilation
• Possibility of data processing, all the data are immediately stored and ready to be processed and
analyse
• Cross check data, given the possibility of collecting all data into a structured database, cross
checking allows to provide a more detailed analysis.
_______________________
(1)

The description of the training experiences and the questionnaire are attached as annexes:
- n.1: the questionnaire
- n. 2-3-4-5 describe the training experiences whose students, trainers and companies filled in the
questionnaires relating to the WBL experience assessment survey.
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Assessment process
The assessment approach is based on two different criteria:
-

A comparison between the expected and achieved results
A comparative analysis by target groups: company, students/trainees and trainers/tutors

For each specific target group the comparison between expected and achieved results addresses
different, but complementary, thematic aspects related to both the training course, in general, and
WBL practice, in specific. Each stakeholder is required to rate each thematic issue observed in a
scale from 1 to 5. With the only exception of the part dedicated to the trainees and students the
three target groups are investigated through the same pattern of questions. The set of questions
related to students and trainees provides for a further issue on competence assessment in order to
evaluate the gap between the initial and final skills.
In order to favour a comparative approach, the main part of the questionnaire consists of closedended questions and only in some rare cases it provides for open-ended questions in order to gather
some comments and opinions on how to improve training courses and/or WBL practices.

The structure of the survey is based on three main pillars:
1) Companies
Expectations about training course and to what extent the expectations have been met
coherence with the business needs
“new” competences
technical innovation
organisational innovation
being more operative
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collaboration with the vocation training centre
Expectations about wbl experience and to what extent the exptectations have been met
coherence with the business needs
“new” competences
being more operative
2) Trainees/students
Expectations about training course and to what extent the exptectations have been
met
Employability
Direct contact with businesses
practical experience
Improving initial skills
How to improve the training course (open question)
Competence assessment: initial skills vs final skills
Technical
Operative
Management
Relational
Innovation
Expectations about WBL experience and to what extent the expectations have been
met
coherence with the business needs
“new” competences
being more operative
How to improve the wbl experience (open question)
3) Trainers/tutors
Expectations about training course and to what extent the expectations have been met
collaborating with companies in training program
collaborative approach with companies
improving trainees’ skills
more transparency in professional needs
employability of young people
meeting dynamic companies
How to improve the training course (open question)
Expectations about WBL experience and to what extent the expectations have been
met
Use of digital tools in the WBL experience
5

Business as a learning place
testing the WBL model
Stimulating innovation
How to improve the WBL experience (open question)
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Survey results
The structure of the following paragraphs reflects the target groups to whom the project is aimed.
After a brief introduction on a general overview about the number of respondents and their
profile, the report will analyse the comparison between expected and achieved results related to
the TransToWork training course and the WBL practice developed within the European project.

A general overview
Generally and without considering the level of compilation, the number of participants in the
assessment process is 192 of which, in descending order:
-

80 in Romania
35 in Lithuania
39 in Italy
and 38 in Spain

From a quantitative point of view, the assessment process counts on a relevant number of
stakeholders that to different extent and with different roles have experienced both training course
and WBL practice or project. If we look at the level of participation, it is possible to notice some
differences among the different partner countries in which Romania reaches the first position whilst
all the other partner countries show a substantial balance.
Figure 1 – Answers by country
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Fonte: Ires Emilia-Romagna

On the other side, if we look at the composition of the respondents, and first of all if we pay
attention to the different roles in the training system, it is possible to see how the largest part of
participants refers to the “student/trainee” category (112, more than half of the whole). The other
two categories involved represent both a relevant number of participants: 52 companies and 28
trainers/professors took part to the assessment process. The diverse level of involvement is not
surprising due to the size of the different target groups (in a training course the number of trainees
is naturally higher than the number of trainers) and to the structural company scepticism to be
assessed.
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Figure 2 – Answers by target group
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Finally, the matching of the two variables by country (number of respondents and target group)
raises some discrepancies in terms of qualitative composition of the sample, at least in some partner
countries:
-

-

regardless the number of respondents, Lithuania an Italy show a more structured balance
as all the target group categories are represented
if it is true the Romania is the country with the highest number of answers, it should be
pointed out that 3 out 4 respondents are trainees. Of course the large participation of
trainees has to be interpreted as a positive aspect but when the analysis if focused on
trainees, without country discrimination, it should be considered that its composition is
unbalanced;
in a comparative observation, Spain is the country with the lowest number of companies
involved in the assessment process testifying a higher company reluctance to being
evaluated.
Figure 3 – Answers by country and target group
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Company
As already stated above, all the partner countries manage to involve a consistent number of
companies in the assessment process. As the point of view of companies plays a crucial role when
designing a training path and given the structural resistance of being assessed, the significant
involvement of companies in the assessment process has to be seen as a positive acknowledgment
of all the TransToWork project. On behalf of the companies, the largest part of the respondents
consists of “company tutors” (32,7%), the persons in charge of following/managing the training
initiative on the company’s side, while the rest of corporate sample is made up of construction site
technicians (19,2%), Directors of Human Resources (13,5%), Directors of Production (15,4%) and
other roles (19,2%). The category “other” is an option filled in mainly by the Italian and Romanian
sample suggesting the need of providing for a more detailed set of alternatives.

Figure 4 – Company’s answers by professional role
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The main purpose of the following figures - and the report keeps the same structure also for the
other target groups – is to compare the expectations of the single stakeholder with respect to the
training course, or the WBL practice – with his/her evaluation on the current impact of it. Each
stakeholder is so required to provide a double evaluation. The comparison of the expected and
achieved results is aimed to identify what aspects have to be improved or correct and what aspects
have been positively assessed.
According to the companies involved in the assessment process, the most relevant expectation
related to the TransToWork training course is the opportunity of introducing new professional
profile at the workplace in order to contribute to refresh the general competence level, increase the
digital skills and to stimulate all the working environment towards a more proactivity (Having
“lively” skills at work). Another important expected result is related to the possibility of having
workforce immediately ready to work in terms of skills and competences and working experience.
Finally, the last aspect with a high score is related to the possibility, through the TransToWork
training course, to co-design, along with trainers and training experts, a training path that is
coherent to company needs and so more oriented to practical solutions than on theoretical
schemes. In other words, the involved companies joined the TransToWork training course with a
view to exerting an influence on the training system towards a more practice-based approach and
a more dynamic working climate. Less importance is given to the expected investment in technical
innovation: generally speaking, companies have not participated in the project with the idea of
9

implementing a new app or introducing some technical innovation but with the purpose of
stimulating a cultural transformation at the workplace. This is particularly true for Spanish
companies, which the lowest score is registered.
In general, Lithuanian companies have higher expectations than companies involved in the other
partner countries. As regard to the expected results, the comparison by country reveals an higher
gap in correspondence with the possibility of “having staff immediately operational from a business
point of view” and “designing a training path that is consistent with business needs”: it seems that
companies in Lithuania show a more practice-oriented vision of the training system whilst
companies in Romania appear to be more interested in stimulating an enhancement in working
attitude.
Figure 5 – Expectations and effective results of the training course – the companies’ point of view?
What were the expectations with respect to the training course?
(scale from 1 to 5)
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(scale from 1 to 5)
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Fonte: Ires Emilia-Romagna

A measure of the effectiveness of the TransToWork training course might be inferred by the analysis
of to what extent the specific expectations have been met. By doing so, it is possible to evaluate the
impact, at least from a perceptive point of view, of the training course according to companies
involved. The most relevant result, acknowledged by the companies involved, is the possibility of
vitalising the company workforce and the climate at the workplace by introducing young and more
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digital professional profiles. That is certainly a positive scenario as it shows that companies
experiencing the training course give a higher evaluation to those aspects of the training system
acknowledged as the most important in terms of expectations. Another relevant result with high
score is the possibility of “having staff immediately operational from a business point of view” for
expected and achieved results are equally high. A clear correlation seems to emerge when
comparing expected and effective results: the initial scale of priority (expectation) obviously exerts
an influence on the perception on the effective impact of the observed phenomenon (in this case
the training initiative). Given this relation, the positive evaluation of those issues in which the
expectations are higher is certainly a favourable sign.
If we look at the type of innovation, it is possible notice that the gap between expected and achieved
results is higher for technical innovation revealing a more marked surprise effect according to
companies’ point of view.
On the other side, the perceptive dimension as regards the work-based learning (WBL) practice or
project developed within the TransToWork training course is analysed through three different
thematic issues. Also in this case the main companies’ expectations concern the possibility of
generating a positive impact on the working climate and benefiting from the introduction of new
professional profiles ready to work.
If we take into account that the level of satisfaction of a specific target group depends on the
relationship between expectations and effective results, it is possible to argue that the Lithuanian
companies seem to be happier that the other ones with regard to the WBL practice as the level of
expectation is higher and, first of all, the evaluation of the impact is even superior. But at the same
time the Lithuanian companies seem to be less satisfied with regard to the training course, in
general, as the too high expectations have not been fully met in terms of effective results. On the
other side, the Italian, Spanish and Romanian companies are likely to be more satisfied with respect
to the whole training course as the lower level of expectations have been fully met.
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Figure 6 – Expectations and effective results of WBL experience/project – the companies’ point of view?
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As both the training course and the WBL practice aim at increasing the trainee “employability” and
to enrich the company human capital, it is of crucial relevance to analyse how the training
experience ends from a contractual point of view. In 1/3 of the cases “there was no recruitment”:
in Spain this percentage raises up to 66,7%. In Lithuania 40% of the companies decided to hire the
trainees on a permanent contract (33,3%) or on a fixed-term contract (6,7%) while in Italy 28,6% of
the cases the trainees were hired on a fixed-term contract at the end of the training program and
14,3% on a permanent basis. In Romania, half of the companies involved promise to hire the trainees
in the future.
Figure 7 – Contractual scenario after the conclusion of the training course by coutry
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In Lithuania and Italy the training course is more likely to tun into a job opportunity. This evidence
suggests that, from the companies’ point of view, the higher is the level of satisfaction as regards
WBL experiences the wider is the chance of turning a training experience into a concrete work
experience.
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Student/trainee
Students and trainees are the largest part of our sample with 112 respondents, of which more than
half are in Romania. Unlike the composition by company, the “student/trainee” related target group
represents all the partner countries. Given the size of the sample and the geographical coverage,
the statistical representativeness of trainees is robust.
In line with the structure of the report, we proceed by analysing first the training course, in general,
and then the WBL practice, in specific. In between, the report provides a part oriented to assess the
initial and final trainees’ competence with a view to evaluating the impact of the TransToWork
training project on the so called “human capital”.
When looking at the expectations about the training course, two main results emerge:
-

-

the different issues considered do not differ too much. On average the score for each
thematic option ranges between 3,8 and 4,0. The variation of expectations within thematic
issues is low;
on the other side, the variation within countries is higher. Generally speaking, Lithuanian
trainees and students register upper expectations (4,6) on each thematic issues compared
to the other partner countries whilst in Romania trainees and students’ expectation are
relatively the lowest (3,5 on average).

Even though the differences are marginal, the most important expectations refer to the possibility
of increasing the initial skills, and that means that the training course is expected to activate an
enrichment process, and the opportunity of getting in touch with new companies, and that means
that the training course is mainly expected to be a labour market instrument. Two different visions
of the training course seem to raise from our observation. With this regard, if we break down the
data by country it is possible to notice that among Lithuanian and Italian trainees and students a
labour market-oriented vision prevails whilst in Spain a skill enrichment-oriented vision. In Romania,
the two different vision seem to be more balanced. It is interesting to point out that the possibility
of combining classroom training with working experiences, that represents the bases on which a
work-based learning practice rests, reaches the lowest score in Spain and so where trainees seem
to be more oriented to a skill-enrichment process.
When moving the attention from the trainees’ expectations to the extent to which those
expectations have been met, the general scenario does not change radically. The variation within
the thematic issues is very low, ranging between 4,1 and 4,3, whilst the variation within countries is
much higher (from 3,2 on average in Italy to 4,7 on average in Lithuania). Dislike the expectations,
nevertheless, according to the trainees involved the TransToWork training project succeeded in
achieving two main goals. On one hand, combining classroom training and working experience and,
on the other hand, getting in direct contact with businesses.
Furthermore, if the expectations show a more variable country pattern, the analysis by country of
the effective results show the same country pattern in which Lithuania ranks in the first position,
Romana in the second one, Spain in third one and Italy in the last one. That produces different level
of satisfaction. Generally speaking, it is possible to state that Italian trainees are less satisfied whilst
the Romanians students are relatively more satisfied and surprised about the impact of the training
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course. The level of satisfaction on unsatisfaction for Romania and Italy is not related to a specific
thematic issue but concerns all the different issues considered. In Spain, nevertheless, the most
surprising aspect, in which the effective results significantly exceed the expectations, is the
possibility of “getting in direct contact with businesses”. As already said above, Lithuanians evaluate
positively all the aspects observed of the training course but the score given is always below the
corresponding level of expectations.
Figure 8 – Expectations and effective results of the training course – the trainees’ point of view
What were the expectations with respect to the training course?
(scale from 1 to 5)

To what extent the expectations on the training course have been met?
(scale from 1 to 5)
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Fonte: Ires Emilia-Romagna

All the students and trainees participating in the training course have been asked to provide some
comments or suggestions on how to improve it through the filling in of open-ended questions. With
regard to the training course, 40 trainees have left some comments: 27 in Romania, 6 in Italy, 4 in
Spain and 3 in Lithuania.
I f we assume a country perspective, it is possible to identify different reactions and perception:
-

all the comments of the Romanians trainees and students are enthusiastic expressing an
extreme positive assessment upon the training course in terms of contents, structure,
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-

-

trainers quality, digital tools, balance between theoretical and practical experience and all
the comments seem to converge on the idea of extending the same approach on other
training courses;
the comments of the Lithuanian trainees confirm the positive evaluation already emerged
from the data analysis and they suggest to strengthen the practical orientation of the
training course;
Italian and Spanish trainees make a more critical use of the open-ended questions pointing
out several strategies and some critical aspects:
o More practical orientation
o Improving the webplatform accessibility
o More variability in the training tasks
o Some Italian trainees complain about how the issue “construction site
management” has been structured and organised and, in one case, about the
quality level of the trainers involved;
Figure 9 – Number of answers to the open-ended questions on the training course
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Fonte: Ires Emilia-Romagna

The competence assessment, and so the comparison between initial and final skills, outlines some
correlations with the level of satisfaction. Spanish and Romanian trainees are those with the lowest
self-assessment of initial skills. But Romanians are also those with the highest self-assessment of
the final skills, emphasizing the fruitful impact of the TransToWork training project. On the other
side, for the Italian trainees the level reached at the conclusion of the training course do not exceed
the level of initial skills, with the only exception of functional/operational activities.
If we exclude Lithuanian trainees, for which initial skills are self-assessed very high, the main critical
aspects in terms of skills and competence are focused on functional skills (for Italy) and technical
and specialistic knowledge (for Spain and Romania). The observation of the final skills outlines a
positive impact of the TransToWork training project mainly upon the operational skills and
innovation and creativity (problem solvinig) but not on the technical competence, the weakest initial
skill.
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Figure 10 – Competence assessment and skills achieved during the training course – the trainees’ point of view
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Fonte: Ires Emilia-Romagna

The assessment process on the WBL practices is based on four different thematic issues:
-

introducing innovation in work process,
possibility of getting a job
developing relationships with other company profiles
development of a practical learning-oriented experience

In terms of expectations, the analysis does not reveal a clear priority scale. All aspects are similarly
important. Only the possibility of “introducing innovation in work processes” register a light gap and
that decline is explained by the trainees’ perception in Italy, Spain and Lithuania but not in Rumania.
The analysis broken down by country points out how Lithuanian expectations are higher than the
expectations collected in Romania, Italy and Spain.
The analysis of the effective results achieved at the end of the WBL practice shows a deeper impact
in terms of networking (“developing relationships with other company figures”) and strengthening
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practical experience (“development of a practical experience oriented to learning”). In line with the
training course, also in this case Romanian trainees seem to be relatively more satisfied as the
effective results exceed the expected ones. It should be pointed out that for Italy and Spain the
expectations have not been fully met in correspondence of the “possibility of getting a job”.
Figure 11 – Expectations and effective results of WBL experience/project – the trainees’ point of view?
What were the expectations with respect to the WBL experience/project
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(scale from 1 to 5)
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Fonte: Ires Emilia-Romagna

In line with the report structure already proposed for the training course, the trainees have been
required to give some comments on how to improve the work-based learning practice. In this case,
33 students filled in the open-ended question: 25 in Romania, 5 in Spain, 3 in Lithuania e 0 in Italy.
Also with regard to the WBL practice, the Romanian comments are all extremely positive whilst the
Spanish complaints seem to be mainly focused on the introduction of a specific remuneration for
the practical training and the Lithuanian comments on the idea of a compulsory working period at
the end of the WBL practice. In other words, trainees seem to be rather satisfied with the WBL
training and their main concern is a labour market perspective.
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Figure 12 – Number of answers to the open-ended question on WBL practice
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Fonte: Ires Emilia-Romagna
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Trainer
The third, and last, target group involved within the assessment process is the trainers’ category.
After having collected the point of view of trainees and companies, the trainers’ perspective plays
certainly a priority role in the attempt of reconstruct the perceptive dimension. The number of
trainers who filled in the questionnaire is 28 of which 40,9% teachers and professors, 27,3%
coordinators of training courses and 27,3% tutors, and so more management-oriented profiles. As
the assessment process aims at collecting information not only on the training contents but also on
training methods and tools the combination of diverse profiles oriented to both teaching issues and
training management represents certainly an added value. If we break down the participants’
profiles by country it is possible to point out as tutors are more represented in Italy and Spain, in
Romania all the respondents are teachers and professors whilst Lithuania seems to maintain a more
balanced composition.
Figure 13 – Role in the training system
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100,0
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16,7
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33,3
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27,3

Lithuania
Tutor

Total
other

According to most of the trainers involved, the TransToWork training course is expected to
“Contribute to the professional growth of students/trainees” and “Helping young people strengthen
job opportunities”. Also in this case, two different orientations seem to emerge from the data:
training as a way to enrich professional skills and competence and training as an employability tool.
Whilst in Lithuania and Romania the two different orientations are both primary, in Spain and Italy
the skill-enrichment orientation prevails to the labour market vision. On the other side, the lowest
level of expectation refers to the possibility of co-designing the training path together with
companies. That lack of trust is likely to depend on the traditional company reluctance to cooperate
in training supply. This aspect appears to be particularly evident in Spain, that registers the lowest
score in correspondence with the issue “Co-designing the path in collaboration with the company”.
Dislike the other target groups, the trainers’ expectations have both a high variation within thematic
issues and within a country comparison. As a matter of fact, the training course has higher
expectations for Lithuanian teachers/trainers/professors (4,6 on average) and relatively lower
expectations in Italy (3,9).
The analysis of the extent to which the different expectations have been met in each country points
out several key-elements. The main relevant aspect is that expectations overcome the effective
results for each issue observed. That means that the trainers’ satisfaction is not as much as that one
perceived for the other target groups. This discrepancy is more evident for Italy and Spain and, more
20

in details, on some specific thematic areas: “Helping young people strengthen job opportunities”
and “Meeting companies ready to change” for Spain and “Contribute to the professional growth of
students/trainees” and “Company clearly expresses its professional needs” for Italy. In a comparative
observations, Lithuanian trainers seem to be relatively more satisfied with the TransToWork
training course as they register the highest expectations and the most effective results. It is worth
mentioning that the only case in which the expectations are fully met by the effective results is
related to the Romanian trainers as regards the possibility of benefiting from the TransToWork
training course to enhance a cooperation with company oriented to co-design the training supply.
The open-ended question created with a view of gathering more elaborated comments and
suggestions on how to improve the training course has been filled in by 15 trainers of which 6 from
Italy, 4 from Romania e 5 from Lithuania. Despite the limited number of answers, many suggestions
emerged from the text-analysis:
-

favouring the exchange of trainees and trainers in EU countries
a more proactive involvement of employers in co-designing the training programmes
more attention to the so called soft skills (problem solving, team-work, team-building) in
order to increase trainees’ employability in a labour market that changes rapidly
enhancing the practical experience in the construction sites
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Figure 14 – Expectations and effective results of the training course – the trainers’ point of view
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As emerged in the free-comments of the trainers, specific attention should be given to the practical
experience and to the function of a work-based learning practice within a training model. According
to the trainers, as a whole, the main expectations on WBL practice refer to two main issues: “Giving
continuity to the experimentation experience of WBL model” and “Business is a true place of
learning“. The two main expectations address two main features of a training model based on a
work-based learning approach:
-

in order to be really effective the work-based learning model has to be turned into a
structural element of the training supply: temporary solutions are inefficient;
workplace is the best place in which to learn how to work.

Also with reference to the WBL practice, Lithuania and Romania have higher expectations than Italy
and Spain – in Italy the least relevant expectation is on the use of a digital platform to facilitate the
WBL process whilst in Spain on the impact on technical and organisational innovation. High
expectations corresponds also to high effective results confirm their correlation in a perceptive
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dimensions. In country perspective, Lithuanian and Romanian trainers do not have only higher
expectations but also more considerable effective results.
All the expectation related scores overcome the effective results highlighting a general trainers’
unsatisfaction as regards all the thematic issues observed. This gap is wider when referring to digital
tools aimed at facilitating the WBL management and that means that further steps have to be taken
to improve the TransToWork digital instruments (app). The expectations have been fully met only
in Spain and Romania with respect to the crucial role of businesses as effective learning places.
Figure 15 – Expectations and effective results of WBL experience/project – the trainers’ point of view
What were the expectations with respect to the WBL experience/project
realised in the company?
(scale from 1 to 5)
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Out of 28 participants 13 trainers used the open-ended questions to provide some additional
information and comments on their point of view on the WBL functioning. The main suggestions
and complaints are focus on the following issues:
-

a general company reluctance to be involved in training initiatives;
improving the functioning of the web app in order to facilitate the internal communication
between trainers and trainees and to use by smartphone;
the work-based learning experience should take longer in order to allow trainees to
experience different types of working practices and activities;
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-

more support for trainees at the workplace
as a cooperation attitude plays a crucial role at the workplace, more training commitment
should be invested on the so called soft skills.
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Annex 1 – The questionnaire
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Annex 2 - Description of the training course in Italy
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING COURSE
TITLE:
Construction site technician

COUNTRY

PROPOSING ORGANIZATION: IIPLEIstituto Istruzione Professionale
Lavoratori Edili di Bologna

Logo

Italy
WEB site: www.edili.com
FUNDING BODY:
Emilia Romagna Region and the European Social Fund
PROMOTERS AND PARTNERS INVOLVED:
(Companies, University, Research Centres….)
Bologna University, Galileo Ingegneria srl, Ricerca e Progetto , Emilfides Soc. Coop, ANCEBOLOGNA Collegio Costruttori Edili, CNA Bologna, Ordine degli Ingegneri della provincia di Bologna, Ordine degli
Architetti, Pianificatori, Paesaggisti e Conservatori di Bologna, Collegio dei Geometri e Geometri
Laureati di Bologna, Certimac, Scuola Sicurezza Formazione Edilizia della Romagna Accorpata –Sfera,
Consorzio Formedil Emilia-Romagna
HOW ATTENDANTS LEARNT ABOUT THIS COURSE:
Emilia Romagna Region Website, IIPLE Website, Bologna University newsletter,
TARGET GROUPS ADDRESSED:
(number of participants, qualification, job position, other requirements)
20 recipients;
qualifications required: degree in construction engineering, degree in architecture, diploma in surveyor

AGE 20-35

DURATION
800 hours

PERIOD (from… to…)
14th november 2018 – 20th july 2019

EQF Level 4

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFESSIONAL PROFILE:
At the end of the training, the construction site technician will be able to:
• coordinate the process of building or restructuring
• manage the execution of works in sites in order to optimize the resources used
• perform the analysis of the maintenance needs
• plan interventions in order to apply solutions in the field of energy efficiency
• manage problems concerning safety.
At first, students will work as assistants to expert figures.
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COURSE CONTENTS:
o management of construction site
o planning and control of production and processes
o accounting management of the construction site
o safety management procedures and environmental management system
o Bim (building information modeling)
o facility management
o energy performance diagnosis
o urban regeneration processes
o mathematical modelling and analysis
o technical English
o communication and negotiation techniques
METHODOLOGY:
(class, laboratory, work training, mobility ….)
560 hours in classroom and laboratory
240 hours work based learning
32 hours study trip abroad

2. Work Based Learning EXPERIENCE

NUMBER OF COMPANIES
INVOLVED

N. 18

PERIOD of WBL from 15th May 2019 to 30th June 2019
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Annex 3 – Description of training courses in Spain
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING COURSE
TITLE: AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES IN NURSERIES, GARDENS AND GARDENING CENTERS

Logos

COUNTRY
Spain

PROPOSING ORGANIZATION:
Fundacion Once and FLC Andalucía
WEB site:
https://www.fundaciononce.es/es/pagina/programainserta

FUNDING BODY:
“Inserta” programme throught the ONCE Foundation
PROMOTERS AND PARTNERS INVOLVED:
Fundación once and FLC Andalucía
HOW ATTENDANTS LEARNT ABOUT THIS COURSE:
Websites of public bodies and social organizations involved
TARGET GROUPS ADDRESSED:
Students per class: 15
Qualifications: No profesional or educational qualification are necessary
TRAINING PERIOD
Site: Jerez De La Frontera (Cádiz). Training center
- Trainning period: from 25/02/2019 to 10/06/2019
AGE

DURATION
330 hours

Site: Málaga Training center
- Trainning period: from 11/03/2019 to 18/06/2019

EQF Level
2

Site: Dos Hermanas (Seville) Trainning Center
- Trainning period: from 13/03/2019 to 03/07/2019
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFESSIONAL PROFILE:
Carry out auxiliary operations for the implementation and maintenance of gardens, parks and green areas,
as well as for the production and maintenance of plants in nurseries and garden centers, following the
instructions of superiors or a work plan, complying with labor risk prevention measures , quality and
environmental protection.
COURSE CONTENTS:
- Basic operations in nurseries and garden centers. (90 hours)
- Basic operations for the installation of gardens, parks and green areas. (90 hours)
- Basic operations for the maintenance of gardens, parks and green areas. (70 hours)
- Module of professional non-work practices of auxiliary activities in nurseries, gardens and garden
centers. (80 hours)
METHODOLOGY:
The course was conducted in a classroom and consisted on theoretical courses and work based learning
practices.

2. Work Based Learning EXPERIENCE

NUMBER OF COMPANIES INVOLVED

N. 10

WBL PERIOD
Site: Jerez De La Frontera (Cádiz). Training center
From: 20/05/2019 to 10/06/2019
Site: Málaga Training center
From: 28/05/2019 to 18/06/2019
Site: Dos Hermanas (Seville) Training Center
From: 11/06/2019 to 03/07/2019
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1. DESCRIPTION

OF THE TRAINING COURSE

TITLE: WELDING TECHNIQUES WITH OXYGAS AND TIG

Logo

COUNTRY
Spain

PROPOSING ORGANIZATION:
FLC Santiago
WEB site:
https://galicia.fundacionlaboral.org/en/training/center/santia
go-de-compostela

FUNDING BODY:
FLC Santiago
PROMOTERS AND PARTNERS INVOLVED:
Fundacion Laboral de la Construcción Santiago
HOW ATTENDANTS LEARNT ABOUT THIS COURSE:
Corporate website, press releases , public authoritites website
TARGET GROUPS ADDRESSED:
Participants per class: 15
Participants must fullfil at least one of the following criteria:
a) Be in possession of the title of Obligatory Secondary Education Graduate for level 2 or Bachelor's
degree for level 3.
b) Be in possession of a professional certificate of the same level of the training module or modules and /
or the professional certificate they want to access.
c) Be in possession of a level 1 professional certificate of the same family and professional area for level 2
or a level 2 professional certificate of the same family and professional area for level 3.
d) To fulfill the academic requirement to access the formative cycles of medium degree for level 2 or of
superior degree for level 3, or to have passed the corresponding entrance tests regulated by the
educational administrations.
e) Have passed the university entrance exam for over 25 years and / or 45 years.
f) Have the necessary key competences, in accordance with what is set out in Annex IV of this Royal
Decree, to be able to take advantage of the training corresponding to the certificate of professionalism.

AGE
No age
limit

DURATION
618 hours

PERIOD
From 26/09/2018 to 04/04/2019

EQF Level 3
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFESSIONAL PROFILE:
Perform welding with an electric arc containing coated electrodes and welding with arc under protective
gas with non-consumable electrode (TIG), in accordance with welding procedure specifications (WPS),
following a criteria of quality, safety and respect for the environment.
COURSE CONTENTS:
MF0099_2: Electric arc welding with coated electrodes (400 hours):
• (Transversal) Interpretation of welding planes (60 hours).
• (Transversal) Cutting and edge preparation processes (70 hours).
• Welding with electrodes coated with carbon steel sheets and profiles with rutile electrodes
(90 hours).
• Welding with electrodes coated with carbon steel sheets and profiles with basic electrodes (90
hours).
• Welding with electrodes coated with carbon steel structures, stainless and other materials (90
hours).
MF0100_2: Arc welding under protective gas with non-consumable electrode (370 hours):
• (Transversal) Interpretation of welding planes (60 hours).
• (Transversal) Cutting and edge preparation processes (70 hours).
• TIG welding of carbon steel (90 hours).
• TIG welding of stainless steel (90 hours).
• TIG welding of aluminum and alloys (60 hours).
• Professional non-work welding module with coated electrode and TIG (40 hours).
METHODOLOGY:
The course was conducted in a classroom and consisted on theoretical courses and work based learning
practices.

1.

NUMBER OF
COMPANIES
INVOLVED

Work Based Learning EXPERIENCE

N. 6

PERIOD of WBL from 25/03/2019 to 29/03/2019
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Annex 4 – Description of the training course in Lithuania
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING COURSE

TITLE: FINISHER (BUILDER)
PROPOSING ORGANIZATION:
COUNTRY

LITHUANIA

Vilniaus statybininkų rengimo
centras/Vilnius Builders Training
Centre
WEB site: www.vsrc.lt

FUNDING BODY:
VSRC
PROMOTERS AND PARTNERS INVOLVED:
(Companies, University, Research Centres….)

HOW ATTENDANTS LEARNT ABOUT THIS COURSE: Website, face-to-face contact
(Website, newsletter…..)
TARGET GROUPS ADDRESSED:
(number of participants, qualification, job position, other requirements)
15 participants, secondary school graduates, unemployed persons

AGE 19 - 24

DURATION
1 year

PERIOD
2018.09.02 – 2019.06.30

EQF Level
4

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFESSIONAL PROFILE:
Qualified worker's Diploma. Construction finisher training program

COURSE CONTENTS:
1.
Comply with occupational Health and Safety requirements
2.
Select building materials.
3.
Construct scaffolding.
4.
Make simple structures from bricks.
5.
Use hand tools to process wood.
6.
Prepare a concrete base.
7.
Read working drawings.
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Insulate a building with thermal sheets.
Plaster using hand tools.
Plaster mechanically.
Tile horizontal surfaces.
Tile vertical surfaces.
Paint using hand tools.
Paint mechanically.
Apply wallpaper.
Attach plasterboards.
Install exterior finishing tiles and other finishing elements.

METHODOLOGY:
Class, laboratory, in-company training

2. Work Based Learning EXPERIENCE

NUMBER OF COMPANIES
INVOLVED

N. 15

PERIOD of WBL from to
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Annex 5 – Description of training courses in Romania
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING COURSE
TITLE: REAL ESTATE VALUATION II

Logo

COUNTRY
Romania

PROPOSING
ORGANIZATION:
WEB site:
https://ccicj.ro/ ;
https://www.utcluj.ro/

FUNDING BODY: public and private funding through Technical University of Cluj-Napoca

PROMOTERS AND PARTNERS INVOLVED:
(Companies, University, Research Centres….)
The National Association of Romanian Authorized Evaluators, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca
and various field related companies
HOW ATTENDANTS LEARNT ABOUT THIS COURSE:
(Website, newsletter…..)
Universities web site and public training offer
TARGET GROUPS ADDRESSED:
(number of participants, qualification, job position, other requirements)
15 participants; QUALIFICATION: Master's degree

AGE
Between
20 and 55
years old

DURATION
Hours
100 hours in
classroom and
laboratory –
28 hours of
course, 28
hours of
applications
and 44 hours
of individual
study

PERIOD (February 2019 – June

2019)

EQF Level 7
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFESSIONAL PROFILE:
The competencies obtained through the study program are related to the activities of designing, execution,
marketing, offering, license, educational, professional training, administration and research. In the designing
activity the competencies allow to Obtain the Technical-Professional Attestation Certificate as a TECHNICAL
EXPERT in Civil Engineering field in compliance with the legal provisions; Become authorized valuers,
recognized by ANEVAR (The National Association of Romanian Authorized Valuers); Firm ratings, financial
assets, financial audit; Become project managers, with MMFPS project manager attestation; elaborate the
strategic management and innovation management in an organization. Other competencies are related to
the Waste recycling management, environmental protection; Elaboration of communication techniques,
persuasion, risk management and conflicts in human resources; Quality management of works.
In the Execution activity the competences obtained are: Analysis of technical and economic documentation
for the execution of construction works; Programming and conducting of civil, industrial and agricultural
construction works; tracking the execution of the works and meeting the quality requirements imposed by
the specifications, the receipt of the construction works; Site engineering, technical responsible for the
execution following certification by the competent bodies.
In the marketing, offering and license activity the competencies are: Elaboration of technical and economic
documentation for bidding / bidding and procurement public; Marketing techniques. The competencies in
the educational and training activities are: teaching activities on the position of assistant in higher
education, in accordance with the Charter of the Higher Education Institution. In the administration activity
the competencies are: Technical services within institutions, companies and specialty regencies;
Establishment of commercial companies. In the research field: Possibility to participate as a special member,
project manager, in collectives research; Possibility to continue studies in cycle III - Doctoral School, for
obtaining the title of PhD engineer in engineering sciences.
COURSE CONTENTS:
Introduction in the real estate evaluation; Establishing the reference terms of the evaluation; Gathering the
data and description of the evaluated propriety; data analysis; Applying the evaluation approach: Market
approach; Applying the evaluation approach: Income approach; Applying the evaluation approach: Cost
approach; Land evaluation; The results analysis and conclusion over the value obtained; Preparing the
evaluation report; Final particularities of the evaluation process
METHODOLOGY:
(class, laboratory, work training, mobility ….)
100 hours in classroom and laboratory – 28 hours of course, 28 hours of applications and 44 hours of
individual study

2. Work Based Learning EXPERIENCE

NUMBER OF
COMPANIES
INVOLVED

Techical University of Cluj-Napoca and 2 companies

PERIOD of WBL from to
1st of March 2019 – 31st of May 2019
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LIST OF COMPANIES INVOLVED IN THE WBL PERIOD AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS

COMPANY n. 1 SC. EUROLT SRL
SIZE small 

medium

large 



TYPE OF COMPANY
Construction company
Engineering Firm
Design and Architecture Firm
Plant engineering company






Other_______________________________________________________________
SECTOR IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Building
Plant
Civil Engineering
Real Estate
Infrastructures
Energy Efficiency








Other_______________________________________________________________

MARKETS IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Local
National
European
World
Website

YES 






NO  http://eurolt.ro/

TRAINING PLAN: Personalized



Standard



COMPANY TUTOR
Mave Nicoleta on behalf of Technical University of Cluj-Napoca
COMPANY n. 2 SC. PROINTAB SRL
SIZE small 

medium



large

TYPE OF COMPANY
Construction company
Engineering Firm
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Design and architecture Firm
Plant engineering company




Other_______________________________________________________________
SECTOR IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Building
Plant
Civil Engineering
Real Estate
Infrastructures
Energy Efficiency








Other_______________________________________________________________
MARKETS IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Local
National
European
World
Website

YES 






NO 

TRAINING PLAN: Personalized



Standard



COMPANY TUTOR
Mave Nicoleta on behalf of Technical University of Cluj-Napoca
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING COURSE
TITLE: SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGIES
Logo

COUNTRY
Romania

PROPOSING
ORGANIZATION:
WEB site:
https://ccicj.ro/ ;
https://www.utcluj.ro/

FUNDING BODY: public and private funding through Technical University of Cluj-Napoca

PROMOTERS AND PARTNERS INVOLVED:
(Companies, University, Research Centres….)
The National Association of Romanian Authorized Evaluators, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca
and various field related companies
HOW ATTENDANTS LEARNT ABOUT THIS COURSE:
(Website, newsletter…..) 100 hours in classroom and laboratory – 28 hours of course, 28 hours of
applications and 44 hours of individual study
TARGET GROUPS ADDRESSED:
(number of participants, qualification, job position, other requirements)
16 participants; QUALIFICATION: Master's degree
DURATION

AGE
Between
20 and 55
years old

100 hours in
classroom
and
laboratory –
14 hours of
course, 28
hours of
applications
and 58 hours
of individual
study.

PERIOD (February 2019 – June

2019)

EQF Level 7
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFESSIONAL PROFILE:

Sustainable construction technologies lead to identify key ways of optimizing the building process
in line with environmentally compatible criteria. They assist in obtaining both, building structure
and operation processes that are resource-efficient, throughout the building's life-cycle, from
planning to design, construction, operation, maintenance, renovation, and demolition. Main
aspects in design and evaluation make reference to: analysis of environmental conditions, selection
of building materials and elements, sustainable use of the building site, efficient use of water,
energy and lighting, proper construction site management, suitable landscape arrangement, waste
management, accurate operation and maintenance of the building to protect the health and safety
of the occupants.
COURSE CONTENTS:

Analysis of environmental conditions, selection of building materials and elements, sustainable use
of the building site, efficient use of water, energy and lighting, proper construction site management,
suitable landscape arrangement, waste management, accurate operation and maintenance of the
building to protect the health and safety of the occupants.
METHODOLOGY:
(class, laboratory, work training, mobility ….)

100 hours in classroom and laboratory – 14 hours of course, 28 hours of applications and 58 hours
of individual study.
4. Work Based Learning EXPERIENCE

NUMBER OF
COMPANIES
INVOLVED

Techical University of Cluj-Napoca and 2 companies

PERIOD of WBL from 1st of March 2019 – 31st of May 2019

LIST OF COMPANIES INVOLVED IN THE WBL PERIOD AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS

COMPANY n. 1 CON-A SRL
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SIZE small 

medium

large 



TYPE OF COMPANY
Construction company
Engineering Firm
Design and Architecture Firm
Plant engineering company






Other_______________________________________________________________
SECTOR IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Building
Plant
Civil Engineering
Real Estate
Infrastructures
Energy Efficiency








Other_______________________________________________________________

MARKETS IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Local
National
European
World
Website

YES 

NO 





https://cona.ro/

TRAINING PLAN: Personalized



Standard



COMPANY TUTOR:
Pop George on behalf of Technical University of Cluj-Napoca

COMPANY n. 2 NAPOCHIM IMOBILIARE SRL
SIZE small 

medium



large

TYPE OF COMPANY
Construction company
Engineering Firm
Design and architecture Firm
Plant engineering company






Other_______________________________________________________________
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SECTOR IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Building
Plant
Civil Engineering
Real Estate
Infrastructures
Energy Efficiency








Other_______________________________________________________________
MARKETS IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Local
National
European
World
Website

YES 

NO 

TRAINING PLAN: Personalized





http://www.napochim-imobiliare.ro/



Standard



COMPANY TUTOR:
Pop George on behalf of Technical University of Cluj-Napoca
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5. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING COURSE
TITLE: TRAINING THE EMPLOYEE FOR CONSTRUCTION WORKS
Logo

COUNTRY
Romania

PROPOSING
ORGANIZATION:
WEB site:
https://ccicj.ro/ ;
https://www.utcluj.ro/

FUNDING BODY: public and private funding through Technical University of Cluj-Napoca

PROMOTERS AND PARTNERS INVOLVED:
(Companies, University, Research Centres….)
Technical University of Cluj-Napoca and various field related companies
HOW ATTENDANTS LEARNT ABOUT THIS COURSE:
(Website, newsletter…..)
Universities web site and public training offer
TARGET GROUPS ADDRESSED:
(number of participants, qualification, job position, other requirements)
16 participants; QUALIFICATION: Master's degree
DURATION

AGE
Between
20 and 55
years old

125 hours in
classroom
and
laboratory –
28 hours of
course, 28
hours of
applications
and 69 hours
of individual
study

PERIOD (February 2019 – June

2019)

EQF Level 7
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFESSIONAL PROFILE:

In companies and mainly in construction companies, the human factor plays an important role. The
main objective of the companies is to ensure, maintain, develop and use human resources efficiently.
Because the objectives set by each organization are to be met, is needed for well-trained people to
know at any time what to do, when and especially how to do something. People, through their
accumulated knowledge, competence and attitude towards the workplace, are the key to ensuring
the success of any organization. Human resource planning within companies is designed to allow
managers to accurately determine the number of employees required by the firm, by profession,
qualification, age, gender etc. The company's achievements and, implicitly, the employees' work
within it, are permanently influenced by changes in the environment (where the company operates).
The importance given to the job depends very much on how employees understand that work as an
important element of their lives. The employee attitude towards the work done is very important,
influencing both the individual performance and the results of the organization.
COURSE CONTENTS:

Introduction to human resources management; Strategic planning of human resources; Job analysis
and job description; Recruitment and selection of human resources; Vocational training and career
development; Assessing human resource performance; Motivational theories; Leadership;
Determining the human resource requirements in construction companies; How to prepare for an
interview; Managerial methods and techniques.
METHODOLOGY:
(class, laboratory, work training, mobility ….)

125 hours in classroom and laboratory – 28 hours of course, 28 hours of applications and 69 hours
of individual study
6. Work Based Learning EXPERIENCE

NUMBER OF
COMPANIES
INVOLVED

Techical University of Cluj-Napoca and 2 companies

PERIOD of WBL from 1st of March 2019 – 31st of May 2019

LIST OF COMPANIES INVOLVED IN THE WBL PERIOD AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS

COMPANY n. 1 IBC FOCUS SRL
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SIZE small 

medium

large 



TYPE OF COMPANY
Construction company
Engineering Firm
Design and Architecture Firm
Plant engineering company






Other________CONSULTANCY______________________________________________
SECTOR IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Building
Plant
Civil Engineering
Real Estate
Infrastructures
Energy Efficiency








Other_______________________________________________________________

MARKETS IN WHICH IT OPERATES





Local
National
European
World
Website

YES 

NO 

https://www.ibcfocus.ro/

TRAINING PLAN: Personalized



Standard



COMPANY TUTOR:
Mave Nicoleta on behalf of Technical University of Cluj-Napoca

COMPANY n. 2 NORD CONFOREST SA
SIZE small 

medium



large

TYPE OF COMPANY
Construction company
Engineering Firm
Design and architecture Firm
Plant engineering company






Other_______________________________________________________________
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SECTOR IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Building
Plant
Civil Engineering
Real Estate
Infrastructures
Energy Efficiency








Other_______________________________________________________________
MARKETS IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Local
National
European
World
Website

YES 

NO 

TRAINING PLAN: Personalized





http://www.nordconforest.ro/



Standard



COMPANY TUTOR:
Mave Nicoleta on behalf of Technical University of Cluj-Napoca
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